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professional quality  
dual-tip markers.

Royal & Langnickel’s AZURE™ markers were created with 
the artist in mind. They are ideal for all styles of art, design, 
illustration, and crafts. These markers come in a wide 
range of colors, and feature a broad and fine tip nib 
combination. The AZURE™ marker sets were thoughtfully 
created to include a colorless blender in every set. Most 
importantly, the Colorless Blender is a tool all on its own and 
is not just for blending! It moistens the marker dye so it can 
be manipulated, helping to push the color through the paper. COLOR CODED CAP DESIGN

AZURE™ vibrant ink applies smoothly and is easy to blend. 
Our alcohol based ink dries acid free and works well not 

to break-down paper fibers. Simplicity is the key, each 
marker cap includes easily understandable color codes 
enabling the artist to create without confusion. These 
markers are permanent and free of harmful chemicals 

and overwhelming odors, making them a joy to use.



Royal & Langnickel’s AZURE™ markers versatile  
double-ended design produces four line widths. 

Our responsive fine tip nib delivers a wide range of 
marks perfect for sketching, detail work and makes 
blending easy. This nib feels much like a traditional brush 
that holds a lot of pigment, is lasting, and very flexible. 
It gives artists the freedom to spread ink smoothly in a 
manner similar to watercolor.

The broad nib on the other end produces three line 
widths, and can lay down a vast amount of color.

These markers have an ergonomic triangular barrel for 
comfort, enabling the artist a variety of grips and stroke 
styles. Also, this barrel design prevents markers from 
rolling off of the work surface. 

AZURE™ markers can be used for all art projects.  
They are perfect for comics, design work, illustration, 
manga, landscape architecture, calligraphy, mixed media,  
crafts, and much more!
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Azure Marker Sets 7pc

6 color markers 1 blender+
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Each AZURE™ Marker Set was thoughtfully 
curated to consist of colors that beautifully 
coordinate and includes a colorless blender. 
The dual-tipped colorless blender has many 
uses, including: shading, coloring transparent 
objects, or adding texture. Choose from these 
hand-picked color collections: Primary, Pastel, 
Trail, Grayscale, Warm Gray, Botanic, Stone, 
Rustic, Opulent, Meditrina, Dusk or Hue.  
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A. RM-901PRY
PRIMARY 
UPC: 090672 369055

B. RM-902PAS
PASTEL 
UPC: 090672 369062

C. RM-903TRL
TRAIL 
UPC: 090672 369079

D. RM-904GRY
GRAYSCALE 
UPC: 090672 369086

E. RM-905WGY
WARM GRAY 
UPC: 090672 369093

F. RM-906BOT
BOTANIC 
UPC: 090672 369109

G. RM-907CMP
COMPLEXION 
UPC: 090672 369116

H. RM-908STN
STONE 
UPC: 090672 369123

I. RM-909RST
RUSTIC 
UPC: 090672 369130

J. RM-910OPU
OPULENT 
UPC: 090672 369147

K. RM-911MED
MEDITRINA 
UPC: 090672 369154

L. RM-912DSK
DUSK 
UPC: 090672 369161

M. RM-913HUE
HUE 
UPC: 090672 369178



Azure Marker Sets 13pc
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Our brand new AZURE™ Markers are designed for students 
and professionals. These artist quality markers are double 
sided and feature two distinct tips capable of creating 
multiple line widths. With a fat, triangular body, these markers 
fit comfortably in your hand. The pigment is rich and smooth, 
delivering beautiful colors and tones. Choose from: Basic, 
Forest, Complexion, Spring or Seashore.

12 color markers 1 blender+
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A. RM-951BAS
BASIC 
UPC: 090672 369185

B. RM-952FRT
FOREST 
UPC: 090672 369192

C. RM-953CMP
COMPLEXION 
UPC: 090672 369208

D. RM-954SPR
SPRING 
UPC: 090672 369215

E. RM-955SEA
SEASHORE 
UPC: 090672 369222



Azure Marker Classroom Pack 80pc
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AZURE™ Classroom Packs provide a large quantity of 
premium quality markers ideal for classroom use. This set 
consists of 72 AZURE™ markers in the most popular colors 
and 8 colorless blenders, all packed neatly in a durable 
reusable plastic container. The container has a handle and 
latches that close for easy mobility. The colors included in 
this set are: yellow, orange, pink, red, violet, light blue, dark 
blue, light green, dark green, cool 
gray, brown and black. 

$5.00

A. RM-CRPK80
80 PC CLASSROOM PACK 
UPC: 090672 371461


